
Chapter 9: Waves, incl. Electromagnetic Waves, Light 

Review of  interference
Light
Electromagnetic waves/radiation in general
Solar radiation



INTERFERENCE:absolutely crucial, distinguishing feature of
waves (vs. particles)!

Meaning: at a given point (in time & space) the displacements 
(deviations from zero, from undisturbed situation) of separate waves 
simply add – resulting in the phenomenon of waves passing through 

each other undistorted!
Rather remarkable, and totally different from particles.

Destructive !
Constructive !

 demo with rubber rope ! 



Lines are crests, troughs are in 
between –

 

where is interference
constructive   (X)  and where is it
destructive (O) ?     

X

X

O

O

Remarkable resulting pattern:



Note: in the interference example just discussed the interference
disappears if either source A or source B is turned off.

This implies a seemingly paradoxical situation:  adding a 2nd source
reduces the wave effect at certain locations (marked 0)!

Precisely the nature of interference, though.

C.E. 6:  sketch….keep in mind that these are all time-dependent
phenomena & sketches/snapshots.

Also very important: the two sources A & B must be synchronized,
i.e. if they were changing their frequencies all the time & in different
ways, there would be NO recognizable interference pattern!   



Quiz # 71: Consider two simple harmonic waves (as in Fig. 9.6) of 
identical amplitude and wavelength, traveling in the same medium
(therefore with the same speed!) in opposite directions. One wave
is ½ a wavelength displaced relative to the other. Their interference 
pattern is
(a) a succession of only crests and no troughs.
(b) a flat line, i.e. perfectly destructive interference.
(c) a succession of crests and troughs.
(d) a succession of only troughs and no crests.
(e) dependent upon their respective frequencies.   

Quiz # 72: Now their relative displacement is one wavelength, and
therefore their interference pattern changes to
(a) it doesn’t change!
(b) strong constructive interference, crests of twice the amplitude of
each individual wave, followed by troughs twice as deep.
(c) a succession of only troughs and no crests.
(d) a succession of only crests and no troughs.  



(Visible) LIGHT – what is it?   Particle or wave? 

Turns out to be a very profound question! Seemingly settled early
in the 19th century: Young’s famous double-slit experiment clearly
demonstrated light’s wave nature (read Feynman & demo)…..
But then around 1900 a revolution in physics with photons coming 
into the picture, the “quanta” or particles of light!   Chapter 12

So, what is it in the end?  Well,……...it’s either/or, it’s both, 
although not simultaneously…..confused?  Stay tuned. 

For now visible light is a wave, with wavelengths  λ
 

in a narrow
range around 0.5 μm (micrometer, 10-6m) or 500 nm (nanometers).
About 200 times less than the thickness of a piece of paper!

Quiz # 73:  And how does λvisible light compare with atomic sizes?
(a)  It’s similar to the size of atoms.
(b)  It’s much smaller.
(c)  It’s much larger. 



Crucial questions for light: what’s waving here and in what medium?

Rather surprising answers:  
1) No need for an external, material medium per se, light travels 
through vacuum, after all. 
2) And what’s waving turn out to be electric & magnetic fields.

 Light is an “electromagnetic wave”, and these waves are direct
consequences of the famous Maxwell equations unifying electricity
and magnetism (the first great unification of fundamental forces
in the history of physics).

Note: in some sense the medium is the e&m field, no matter needed.

C.E. 10 & 13.......and make sure everyone of you do the experiment
mentioned in the middle of page 195!



Maxwell’s Equations: To be memorized !

The first two relate e&m fields
to charges (stationary & moving).
The 3rd one is Faraday’s Law, i.e.
a changing magnetic field creates 
an electric field. 
The 4th one is Maxwell’s most 
important contribution – for 
reasons of symmetry a changing 
electric field should create a 
magnetic field. And it does!

 Combining everything led him to the theoretical prediction of 
so-called “electromagnetic waves”, i.e. propagating e&m fields, 
and the propagation speed turns out to be about 3 ×

 
108m/s.



E & M Wave as propagating e&m fields:

 Propagation direction of e&m wave is perpendicular to oscillations       
of the e&m fields – “transverse” wave (remember wave table?).

The predicted speed of 3 ×
 

108m/s turns out to be “c”, the speed
of light in vacuum (or very close to the one in air) – coincidence?  
NO!  But it took ~20 years until Hertz discovered/detected “radio 
waves”, demonstrating the existence of e&m waves.



Of course not a coincidence, i.e. light is an e&m wave with the
aforementioned wavelength range.

(Or: any accelerating charged particle will radiate electromagnetically)

 Hertz’s discovery & subsequent work started the amazing
telecommunications revolution, going on unabated: radio, TV,

phones, microwave transmission, fiber optics, wireless, etc…..

Important comment about c (footnote on p.199): in any other medium
but the vacuum,    s(peed)light <c (= 3 ×

 
108m/s).

Therefore, be very careful with statements such as “slight can’t be    
exceeded” or “it’s an upper limit for everything” or similar!



cis a high speed!  About a foot per ns (nano-second = 10-9s)
Please remember: fields are veryreal, and they containenergy!
(How do we know that there is energy content?) 

 Think of you sitting in the NM sun (~8 light-minutes away)
and good old energy conservation……get my point? 

Fields (e&m and others) turned out to be philosophically 
revolutionary, post-Newtonian ideas, the first of several (relativity,
quantum mechanics, “quantum field theories”) that challenged
both specific predictions and conceptual foundations of
Newtonian physics. 

Quiz # 74: Microwaves are e&m radiation, and have wavelengths
λ

 
~ 3 cm. Their frequency is therefore around (1 Hz = 1/second) 

(a)  1010 Hz     (b)  108 Hz    (c)  3 x 1010 Hz    (d) 3 x 108 Hz     
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